
1 Name 3 things a Race Secretary must 7 Who must sign each judges sheet?

check when receiving an eligibility certificate on _______________________________________

race day. _______________________________________

1.  ________________________________ _______________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________ 8 When does a horse lose its earned time?

_______________________________________

2 If a horse has raced on non-ITPA tracks _______________________________________

and has been measured must it also be _______________________________________

measured by the presiding judge of the meet

before going to the track? 9 Does a horse carry his earned time with him

when set-up one or more places?

Yes    /    No

3 If a horse has raced on ITPA licensed tracks Yes    /    No

but shows NO measurement or date on the

eligibility, must it be measured by the judge 10 A.  May post-entered horses fill in position

of the meet before going to the track? of "scratched" horses in a race?

Yes    /    No Yes    /    No

4 A.  If the 1st horse across the finish line is B.  How are post-entered horses positioned

setback for a lapped on break at the wire, in a race?

what is the time of the race? _______________________________________

_______________________________________ _______________________________________

_______________________________________

11 Name three (3) forms a Race Secretary must

B.  What time does the horse set from 2nd to have available at every race meet (do not

"Win" Carry? include any applications)

_______________________________________ 1.  ________________________________

_______________________________________ 2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

5 When any of the timed horses across the

wire are set back for a "lapped on break 12 How soon after a race meet must all judges

at the wire" what time do the other horses sheets and other official forms used

set up carry? (including any fines collected) be forwarded to 

_______________________________________ the ITPA Office?

_______________________________________ _______________________________________

6 How do you indicate a change in finish Return Test along with $3 Fee to ITPA Office:

position of any horse on the judge's sheet in

the proper heat column?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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